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The readme only gives me a clue ( I am interested in how to get the addon version. I tried to install a.sh file with Firefox but no
result.Thanks in advance. I'm having trouble with Raid on the new moguon client. I have the moguon client install on my windows
8.1 and have been able to log into my raid fine for like the last 2 weeks. I just noticed it stopped working today and when I go in

there I can see moguon but the raid level is grayed out. I tried opening the game and it keeps failing to load the level (the servers
are online). I can do nothing until I get to the main menu so I try to log in there and that starts all the way from login to progressing

through the game. I get no error or anything on the screen. It's just un-usable in that state. I have checked and re-installed the
game, switched the computer over to the main moguon directory (and the usual settings) and even saved the game the old way
when the game wouldn't load before. No change. I even reinstalled the moguon client with the old version. I then uninstalled the
client and re-installed the new client, clicked through the "upgrade" process to apply it and rebooted. Nothing. ... If anyone can
figure out how to help me out I'd appreciate it. Unfortunately the CD key "bug" has done me in for now and I don't have the old

install anymore... :( --Edit-- It happened again. I think the key-system has changed on this release. When the client gets to the main
menu to start the game (I'm starting from the main menu) it will sit there and stop loading Moguon and giving me the "game

corrupt" error until I shut it down and log back in. I am getting 1 server error I have 3 on my RAID page and I cannot load the FISH
website to download the server keys or crack the sites. It may not be the case, but there is a clue in the troubleshooting text file
that may help you. > Step 4: If you see "A server error occurred" message in the Server page > After server is restarted check
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